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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 
 
My name is Chad Griffin, and I am the President of the Human Rights Campaign, America’s 
largest civil rights organization working to achieve lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender 
(LGBT) equality.  By inspiring and engaging all Americans, HRC strives to end discrimination 
against LGBT citizens and realize a nation that achieves fundamental fairness and equality for 
all.  On behalf of our over one million members and supporters nationwide, I am honored to 
submit this statement in support of S. 811, the Employment Non-Discrimination Act (“ENDA”).  
 
Work is a core part of our lives.  Of course, it is most basically how we provide for our selves 
and our families.  But it is also how we contribute to the life of our communities and our nation.  
And if we are lucky, work is how we continue to learn, grow, challenge ourselves and, just 
maybe, realize our dreams.  Even in difficult economic times, generation after generation of 
Americans have gone to work to build better lives for themselves and to show their children that 
they can be anything they want to be.  That is at the very heart of the American dream.      
 
The Employment Non-Discrimination Act is critical to protect both aspects of that dream – the 
chance, today, at a fair shake in the American workplace and the promise, tomorrow, that no 
young person must choose between being who they are and striving for their strongest 
aspirations.  ENDA must be passed because, for too many LGBT people in this country, that 
dream remains out of reach.  In 29 states, it remains perfectly legal to fire someone solely based 
on his or her sexual orientation, and, in 34 states, to do so based on gender identity.  Without 
comprehensive federal protections in the workplace, many LGBT people must go to work or a 
job interview unable to be fully themselves, hiding their families and home lives, in order to 
protect their livelihoods and careers.  Like everyone else, these employees simply want to be 
judged based on theirs merits and rewarded for their accomplishments.            
 
Instead, they face discrimination and unequal opportunities. For instance, studies show that 
sexual orientation has a negative impact on earnings among individuals with similar education 
and background.  A 2007 survey of these studies found that gay men earn from 10% to 22% less 
than heterosexual men with the same education, experience, race, occupation and geographic 
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location.  A 2009 national survey of more than 6,000 transgender people found that 47% had 
experienced an adverse job action – firing, refusal to hire or denial of promotion -- because of 
their gender identity, and nearly everyone surveyed (97%) had experienced some form of anti-
transgender harassment or discrimination on the job.   
 
But our nation’s failure to protect LGBT Americans in the workplace does not simply deny equal 
opportunity to those struggling to succeed in the workforce today.  It tells young lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and transgender people that their futures are not as limitless as their peers’ – that before 
they have even had a chance to dream, some doors are already closed to them.  Earlier this 
month, HRC released a report entitled “Growing Up LGBT in America” based on a nationwide 
survey of more than 10,000 LGBT-identified young people.  The survey starkly demonstrates 
how we are failing LGBT youth, who broadly encounter harassment, bullying, ostracism and 
rejection.  And while they are also resilient, a large majority believes they must leave their 
hometowns to find happiness, compared to less than a third of their straight peers.  Forty-one 
percent of LGBT youth believe they must move to a new city or town simply to have a good job.  
This should hardly come as a surprise when, in a solid majority of states, they face the very real 
possibility that their sexual orientation or gender identity might keep them from succeeding at 
work, or getting a job at all.   
 
Our nation owes these LGBT youth access to the same dream that we have promised generation 
after generation before – an equal chance to succeed, to reach higher than those who came before 
you.  That promise has been denied to far too many people in our nation’s history.  Over the 
years, we have worked hard to change that – not always perfectly, sometimes stumbling in the 
effort.  But with laws like the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Americans with Disabilities Act, 
Congress has taken great strides to ensure that workers are judged on merit, not characteristics 
like race, gender and religion, which have nothing to do with someone’s ability to do a job.  By 
passing ENDA, Congress can remove one more barrier to ensuring that all Americans can 
succeed.   
 
Fortunately, support for job protections for LGBT people is very strong among the American 
people and American businesses.  Fairness is a fundamental American value, so it should come 
as no surprise that there has been majority of Americans supporting equal job opportunities for 
gays and lesbians for decades.  Gallup has polled on this question regularly since 1978 – when 
56% of Americans already supported workplace equality – and in the last several years, support 
has reached 89%.  It’s rare that 89% of the American people agree on anything.  Other polls have 
shown that this support crosses ideological and demographic lines.  A 2011 poll conducted for 
HRC by Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research found that 77% percent of Americans favor 
protecting lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people from workplace discrimination, 
including 70% of Republicans, 67% percent of conservatives, 69% of seniors, 74% of born-again 
Christians and 72% of residents of the Deep South.  A 2007 Hart Research poll showed strong 
majority support specifically for ENDA among white, African American and Latino voters.     
 
America’s top companies and many small businesses also support equal employment 
opportunities for LGBT people, which is why corporate America has taken the lead on the issue 
of workplace equality.  These successful employers know that in order to remain competitive in a 
global marketplace, they must recruit and retain the best possible talent, regardless of irrelevant 
characteristics like sexual orientation and gender identity. Currently, 86% of Fortune 500 
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companies have implemented non-discrimination policies that include sexual orientation. Half of 
those companies also cover gender identity in their policies—up from only 3 companies in 2000.  
More than 90 major corporations and almost 60 small businesses have joined the Business 
Coalition for Workplace Fairness, a group that actively lobbies Congress in support of ENDA.  
These companies represent a wide range of geography and industry, and include: Alcoa, 
American Airlines, BP America, Citigroup, Clear Channel Communications, Coca-Cola, Dow 
Chemical, Ernst & Young, General Mills, General Motors, Google, Kaiser Permanente, Marriot 
International, Microsoft, Nationwide, Nike, Sara Lee, Time Warner, Whirlpool and Xerox.  
Without any requirement under federal law, these companies have taken affirmative steps to 
ensure that their LGBT employees have an equal chance to contribute and succeed.  We applaud 
their leadership and urge Congress to follow suit.       
 
As President of the Human Rights Campaign, I am privileged to speak on behalf of our 
membership and the broader LGBT community, for individuals who do not have the chance to 
come before Congress and ask for the equal opportunity that they deserve.  They are gay and 
lesbian breadwinners determined to keep a steady paycheck for the family at home that they 
can’t talk about.  They are transgender job-seekers with highly-sought skills and experiences 
who face rejection after rejection because of who they are.  They are young LGBT people who 
look around their hometowns and see no future for people like them.   
 
On behalf of all of them, I urge you to pass the Employment Non-Discrimination Act.  Over the 
past half-century, our nation has moved steadily closer to making the American Dream a reality 
for all Americans.  Congress and the President have recognized that race, sex, national origin, 
religion, age and disability are irrelevant to the ability of a person to do a job and have enacted 
laws to address discrimination based on those characteristics.  These civil rights laws have 
improved job opportunities for millions of Americans, raising standards of living and providing 
hope of a better future for each successive generation.  Congress must act to ensure that lesbian, 
gay, bisexual and transgender Americans have access to that same opportunity.     
 
 
 


